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Available online 28 January 2016This paper presents Bingham–NODDI, a clinically-feasible technique for estimating the anisotropic orientation
dispersion of neurites. Direct quantiﬁcation of neurite morphology on clinical scanners was recently realised
by a diffusion MRI technique known as neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI). However
in its current form NODDI cannot estimate anisotropic orientation dispersion, which is widespread in the brain
due to common fanning and bending of neurites. This work proposes Bingham–NODDI that extends the
NODDI formalism to address this limitation. Bingham–NODDI characterises anisotropic orientation dispersion
by utilising the Bingham distribution tomodel neurite orientation distribution. The newmodel estimates the ex-
tent of dispersion about the dominant orientation, separately along the primary and secondary dispersion orien-
tations. These estimates are subsequently used to estimate the overall dispersion about the dominant orientation
and the dispersion anisotropy. We systematically evaluate the ability of the new model to recover these key pa-
rameters of anisotropic orientation dispersionwith standardNODDI protocol, both in silico and in vivo. The results
demonstrate that the parameters of the proposedmodel canbe estimatedwithout additional acquisition require-
ments over the standardNODDI protocol. Thus anisotropic dispersion can be determined and has the potential to
be used as a marker for normal brain development and ageing or in pathology. We additionally ﬁnd that the
original NODDImodel is robust to the effects of anisotropic orientation dispersion, when the quantiﬁcation of an-
isotropic dispersion is not of interest.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
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Neurite morphologyIntroduction
Axons and dendrites, collectively known as neurites, are the
projections from the cell body of a neuron; they are the structural un-
derpinnings of brain functions. Neurite morphology, quantiﬁed using
histological analysis of postmortem tissue, is the most accurate and re-
liable means for understanding the development (Conel, 1939), ageing
(Jacobs et al., 1997), function (Jacobs et al., 2001) and pathology (Fiala
et al., 2002) of the brain. Accessing such information in vivo in humans
has been of great interest as it can enable a dynamic view of the brain
function and development, in health and disease.
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can non-invasively
probe the microstructure and thus has become an indispensable tool
for in vivo assessment of neurite morphology. Diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) (Basser et al., 1994), the standard diffusionMRI technique in neu-
roimaging, provides sensitivity to neuritemorphology but cannot quan-
tify neurite-speciﬁc measures such as their density and orientation
dispersion. Jespersen et al. (2007) proposed the ﬁrst direct technique. This is an open access article underto estimate these features using diffusion MRI, with subsequent valida-
tion against detailed histology in Jespersen et al. (2010, 2012). Zhang
et al. (2012) enabled the in vivomapping of thesemeasureswith the de-
velopment of the neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging
(NODDI).
NODDI has had a rapid uptake in the ﬁeld of neuroimaging as it al-
lows quantiﬁcation of microstructure changes in both grey matter
(GM) and white matter (WM), with a clinically feasible imaging proto-
col. Clinical studies have been carried out using NODDI for applications
including normal brain development and ageing (Chang et al., 2015;
Billiet et al., 2015; Nazeri et al., 2015), neurological disorders
(Winston et al., 2014; Timmers et al., 2014; Owen et al., 2014;
Lemkaddem et al., 2014; Kunz et al., 2014; Eaton-Rosen et al., 2015)
and brain connectivity (Lemkaddem et al., 2014). All these studies
ﬁnd that themicrostructure speciﬁc indices providedbyNODDI are clin-
ically relevant. For example, in a study of focal cortical dysplasia,
Winston et al. (2014) show that NODDI parameters consistently identi-
fy the regions of dysplasia more conspicuously, compared to the chang-
es observed from otherMRImodalities. Kunz et al. (2014) use NODDI to
assess brain development and show that its indices capture the speciﬁc
features of the microstructure that change in the major WM pathwaysthe CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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entation distribution of neurites. Lemkaddem et al. (2014) demonstrate
the use of NODDI in connectivity studies and show that the alteration of
brain networks in temporal lobe epilepsy are a result of changes in
neurite density and orientation dispersion, quantiﬁed by NODDI.
Despite its rapid adoption in neuroimaging, a key limitation of
NODDI is that it cannot accurately model complex neurite conﬁgura-
tions such as those arising from fanning and bending axons. In such
ﬁbre conﬁgurations, the dispersion about the dominant orientation is
the highest in the plane of fanning and bending but the lowest in the
plane perpendicular to it, giving rise to anisotropic dispersion, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Anisotropic orientation dispersion is widespread in the
brain, as shown by the abundance of fanning/bending ﬁbres in histolog-
ical brain data (Türe et al., 2000; Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2013; Budde
and Annese, 2013) and diffusion MRI studies (Lazar et al., 2005;
Sotiropoulos et al., 2012). However, a quantiﬁcation of such
anisotropyhas not been demonstrated in vivo and cannot be determined
with NODDI,which in its current form onlymodels isotropic orientation
dispersion. A measure of anisotropic orientation dispersion of neurites
can highlight subtle changes in neurite morphology, which may not
alter the overall dispersion. Thus, quantiﬁcation of anisotropic disper-
sion will not only provide a more comprehensive description of the ori-
entation dispersion of neurites but may also serve as a marker of subtle
microstructural changes in pathology (Lazar et al., 2005) and enhance
tractography (Lazar et al., 2005; Rowe et al., 2013).
The aim of this work is to extend the NODDI formalism to enable the
characterisation of anisotropic orientation dispersion. To achieve this,
we incorporate the Bingham distribution (Bingham, 1974; Fisher et al.,
1987) as the orientation distribution function (ODF) in NODDI, instead
of theWatson distribution. We quantify anisotropic orientation disper-
sion of the neurites in terms of the principal components of the Bing-
ham distribution, which describe the extent of orientation dispersion
about the dominant orientation, separately along the primary and sec-
ondary dispersion orientations.Wepresent indices derived from the pa-
rameters of the Binghamdistribution to quantify anisotropic orientation
dispersion, along with the standard NODDI indices of neurite morphol-
ogy. The novel indices of Bingham–NODDI allow us to distinguish the
changes in overall dispersion from dispersion anisotropy. Hereafter
the proposed model will be referred to as Bingham–NODDI, and the
originalmodel asWatson–NODDI, owing to the function used to charac-
terise the orientation distribution of neurites.
To evaluate the Bingham–NODDImodel, we establish the in vivo fea-
sibility of estimating its parameters, speciﬁcally the novel indicesFig. 1. Schematics illustrating anisotropic orientation dispersion of the ﬁbres in the brain,
including bending (a) and fanning (b) of ﬁbres. Such conﬁgurations can be interpreted as
orientations dispersed about a mean orientation, μ^1, with the highest dispersion in the
plane of fanning, characterised by μ^1 and μ^2 and the least in the plane perpendicular to
it, deﬁned by μ^1 and μ^3. The existence of such ﬁbre conﬁgurations has been conﬁrmed
with histological data. For example, Kleinnijenhuis et al. (2013) show extensive
bending/fanning of ﬁbres into the cortex while Budde & Annese (2013) also show sharp
bending/fanning of ﬁbres into the cortex, as well as high dispersion in the medial and
lateral regions of the corpus callosum (CC). Türe et al. (2000) show the fanning ﬁbres of
the corticospinal tracts (CST), as they pass through the internal capsule.quantifying anisotropic dispersion. We use synthetic and in vivo data
to assess the accuracy and precision of estimating the Bingham–
NODDImeasures, using various single andmulti-shell HARDI protocols,
including the two-shell NODDI protocol proposed in Zhang et al. (2012).
We assess if the newmodel explains the data better without overﬁtting
by comparing the quality of ﬁt of the Bingham–NODDI and Watson–
NODDI models. We also assess whether estimates of any of the NODDI
parameters are biased in the presence of dispersion anisotropy when
using Watson distribution as a model for the ODF of neurites.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: the next section pre-
sents the Bingham–NODDI model, including a description of the Bing-
ham distribution and the indices, derived to quantify anisotropic
orientation dispersion, while the Materials and methods section details
the data acquired for synthetic and in vivo assessment of these indices.
The Experiments and results section outlines the experiments designed
to assess the estimation of Bingham–NODDI indices, followed by the ob-
tained results. In the Discussion section we discuss the implications of
the ﬁndings and conclude with some future work.
NODDI tissue model
In this section, we describe the tissue model underlying the
NODDI framework. In the ﬁrst subsection, we recap the general
NODDI formulation, with particular emphasis on the multi-level
compartmentalisation of the NODDI tissue model. The second subsec-
tion details the new parameterisation of the ODF to allow estimation
of anisotropic orientation dispersion of neurites, followed by a section
detailing the implementation of this parameterisation. The last subsec-
tion outlines the indices characterising the orientation dispersion of
neurites in Bingham–NODDI.
General NODDI formulation
NODDI is underpinned by a two-level multi-compartmentmodel, as
shown in Fig. 2, where all compartments are assumed to be non-
exchanging. The total normalised signal, A, is modelled as the signal
contribution from the tissue and non-tissue components of the brain,
weighted by their respective relaxation-weighted volume fractions
A ¼ 1 νisoð ÞAtissue þ νisoAiso : ð1Þ
The non-tissue compartment represents the free diffusing water in
the brain (e.g. CSF) and is modelled by free isotropic diffusion, with dif-
fusivity diso. The volume fraction of this compartment is denoted by νiso
and that of the tissue compartment by (1-νiso).
The second level models the signal from tissue compartment, Atissue,
comprising the grey and white matter (GM/WM). Atissue is the sum of
the signal originating from inside the neurites (intra-neurite) and that
from the space outside them (extra-neurite), weighted by their respec-
tive volume fractions
Atissue ¼ νinAin þ 1 νinð ÞAen ; ð2Þ
where Ain and Aen are the normalised signals from the intra-neurite and
extra-neurite compartments, respectively. The intra-neurite volume
fraction gives an estimate of the density of neurites and we denote
it by νin, while the extra-neurite volume fraction is (1-νin), by
construction.
The intra-neurite signal, Ain, is computed as the signal from inside a
neurite weighted by an orientation distribution function (ODF), f : S2→
ℝþ. Neurites are modelled as sticks because in the typical time scale of
diffusion MRI experiments, the membrane of neurites restricts the
water diffusion to be along their length (Clark et al., 2001). Thus, the dif-
fusion signal from a neurite along an orientation n^ is the attenuation due
to this length-wise unhindered diffusion, parallel to the direction of
Fig. 2. Breakdown of the total normalised diffusionMRI signal asmodelled by NODDI. The contributions of the tissue and non-tissue components of the brain aremodelled separately. The
tissue signal is further broken down to account for the signal originating from the highly restricted neurites and the hindered space outside the neurites. The non-tissue compartment is
modelled by isotropic Gaussian diffusion. The intra-neurite compartment models the neurites as orientationally dispersed sticks, while the space around the neurites is prescribed an
anisotropic diffusion model, as detailed in the main text.
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2
. Here b is the diffusion-weighting factor, q^
the gradient direction and di the intrinsic diffusivity inside the neurites.
To account for the orientational dispersion of neurites, we sum this at-
tenuation over all possible orientations, given a certain density of
neurites along each orientation, n^. So
Ain
Z
S2
f n^ð Þe−bdi q^n^ð Þ2dn ; ð3Þ
where f ðn^Þdn^ is the probability of neurites with orientations within dn^,
an inﬁnitely small cone of orientations centred about n^∈S2.
To account for the hindrance due to the presence of neurites, the
extra-neurite signal, Aen, is modelled as signal attenuation due to aniso-
tropic Gaussian diffusion, i.e.
Aen ¼ ebq^
TDenq^ ; ð4Þ
where Den is the diffusion tensor representing the diffusion characteris-
tics in the extra-neurite space. We model the effect of orientationally
dispersed neurites on Aen by taking into account the following two ob-
servations: a) the dispersion of neurites has an effect on the diffusion
in the extra-neurite space, with the diffusion perpendicular to the dom-
inant orientation of neurites being greater if they have high dispersion,
b) neurites hinder the diffusion in the surrounding space and this
hindrance is greater if the neurite density in that space is greater. The
observation a) implies that the extra- and intra-neurite spaces are
coupled by the orientation distribution of neurites, f ðn^Þ. Thus
Den ¼
Z
S2
f n^ð ÞD n^ð Þdn ð5Þ
represents the diffusion tensor in the extra-neurite space in the pres-
ence of orientationally dispersed neurites, where Dðn^Þ is a cylindrically
symmetric tensor, with principal diffusion orientation n^, parallel diffu-
sivity d∥ and perpendicular diffusivity, d⊥.Dðn^Þ represents the canonical
conﬁguration of perfectly parallel neurites along n^. We assume that for
the canonical conﬁguration modelled by Dðn^Þ, the parallel diffusivity in
the extra-neurite space is the same as the intrinsic diffusivity inside
neurites, i.e. di=d∥. To account for b), a tortuosity model (Szafer et al.,
1995) is used to estimate d⊥, for a given neurite density. Thus d⊥=
d∥(1-νin).
Note that due to the multi-level compartmentalisation of NODDI,
when νiso≈1, the tissue parameters describing the intra- and extra-
neurite signals can take any value without affecting the total signal(see Eq. (1)). Thus, the tissue parameters are indeterminate for such
cases.
Capturing anisotropic dispersion with the Bingham distribution
NODDI in its current form is limited as the orientation distribution of
neurites is modelled using the Watson distribution (Mardia & Jupp,
1990), which constrains the dispersion about the dominant orientation,
μ^1, to be isotropic (Fig. 3a). Here, we utilise the Bingham distribution to
quantify the orientation distribution of neurites. As shown in Fig. 3, the
Bingham distribution allows us to capture anisotropic orientation dis-
persion of varying levels, as well as isotropic dispersion, since Watson
is a special case of the Bingham distribution.
The Bingham distribution
The Bingham distribution (Bingham, 1974; Fisher et al., 1987) is a
parametric orientation distribution, which is the spherical analogue of
a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The probability density of an
orientation along n^ for the Bingham distribution is deﬁned in terms of
a 3×3 symmetric matrix, B
f n^;Bð Þ ¼ 1
cB
exp n^⊤Bn^
 
: ð6Þ
Since f ðn^;BÞ is a probability density function, the condition
Z
S2
f n^;Bð Þ dn^ ¼ 1 ð7Þ
is satisﬁed, and cB, the normalisation constant is determined by
cB ¼ 1 F11
1
2
;
3
2
B
 
; ð8Þ
where 1F1 is the conﬂuent hypergeometric function of the ﬁrst kind.
We can obtain a geometrically interpretable form of the Bingham
distribution by expressing B in terms of its eigendecomposition
B ¼ QDQ1 ¼ μ^1 μ^2 μ^3ð Þ
κ1 0 0
0 κ2 0
0 0 κ3
0
@
1
A μ^1
⊤
μ^2
⊤
μ^3
⊤
0
B@
1
CA; ð9Þ
such that the diagonal terms reﬂect the concentrations about the princi-
pal axes, μ^1, μ^2 and μ^3. HereQ andD are thematrices of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of B, respectively, and κ1≥κ2≥κ3 represent the concen-
tration of orientations along the corresponding principal axes, as
shown in Fig. 3. Symmetry of B implies that Q is an orthogonal matrix
(i.e. Q-1=Q⊤) and μ^1, μ^2 and μ^3 are mutually orthogonal unit vectors
Fig. 3. Probability density plots for the Bingham distribution, which we use to parameterise the orientation dispersion in Bingham–NODDI. The density plots represent increasing
anisotropic dispersion about μ^1. The primary dispersion orientation, μ^2, represents the orientation with the largest dispersion extent about μ^1, while μ^3 represents that with the least.
The vectors μ^1, μ^2 and μ^3 are mutually orthogonal, so μ^3 is ﬁxed for a speciﬁc μ^1 and μ^2 (their cross product). Fig. 3a is a special case of the Bingham distribution, where the dispersion
is isotropic and is called theWatson distribution. (Note that in each of the density plots, the orientation density is normalised with respect to the maximum value and we show the top
view of the distribution on a sphere.)
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and ψ∈[0,π].
As the Bingham distribution is invariant to addition of arbitrary con-
stants to its eigenvalues (Mardia & Jupp, 1990), by choosing -κ3 as the
constant, Eq. (6) can be re-written as
f n^;Bð Þ ¼ 1
cB
exp κ μ^1  n^ð Þ2 þ β μ^2  n^ð Þ2
 
; ð10Þ
where κ=κ1-κ3 and β=κ2-κ3. Bingham distribution thus has only 5
degrees of freedom, two associated with the concentrations and three
with the orientations. Thus only two extra parameters need to be deter-
mined for the orientation dispersion quantiﬁcation for Bingham–NODDI
compared to Watson–NODDI, namely the concentration parameter β
and the angle, ψ.
A more intuitive description of the orientation distribution is
achieved by re-writing Eq. (6) in a form that is analogous to the two-
dimensional Gaussian distribution
f n^;Bð Þ ¼ e
κ
cB
exp  μ^2  n^ð Þ
2
1= κ  βð Þ
 !
exp  μ^3  n^ð Þ
2
1=κ
 !
; ð11Þ
where 1/(κ-β) and 1/κ represent the dispersion about the dominant
orientation μ^1, along the axes μ^2 and μ^3, respectively (see Appendix A
for derivation). These dispersion parameters are analogous to the vari-
ance parameters of theGaussian distribution and inversely proportional
to the concentration parameters κ and β. Since κ≥β, the dispersion
along μ^3 is less than or equal to that along μ^2, as shown in the density
plot in Fig. 3. Thus we refer to μ^2 as the primary dispersion orientation,
and μ^3 as the secondary dispersion orientation.
The estimability of the Bingham distribution and thus the determi-
nation of the corresponding orientations and the concentration/disper-
sion parameters depends on the speciﬁc geometry of the underlying
orientation distribution of neurites. For the casewhere κNβN0, aniso-
tropic dispersion exists about μ^1 (Fig. 3b), all the orientations are
well-deﬁned and estimable. When the dispersion is isotropic about μ^1
(Fig. 3a), the orientations μ^2 and μ^3 are not distinguishable and thus
are arbitrarily deﬁned. Similarly, when the dispersion is completely an-
isotropic, i.e. κ=βN0 (Fig. 3c), μ^1 and μ^2 become indistinguishable and
arbitrarily deﬁned. For an isotropic orientation distribution (κ=β=0),
none of the orientations is uniquely deﬁned.
Implementation of Bingham–NODDI
In the implementation of Bingham–NODDI, we express the intra-
and extra-neurite signals in terms of cB, the normalisation constant ofthe Bingham distribution. We compute cB using the numerical approxi-
mation implemented by Koev & Edelman (2006).
To compute Ain, we substitute Eq. (6) into Eq. (3), and following
some manipulation, get
Ain ¼ cQcB ¼
1 F1
1
2
;
3
2
;Q
 
1 F1
1
2
;
3
2
;B
  ; ð12Þ
an expression similar to Kaden et al. (2007) and Sotiropoulos et al.
(2012). Here cQ is the normalisation constant for the Bingham distribu-
tion, for which the matrix Q ¼ B bdiq^q^T .
To compute Aen we substitute Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) to express Den in
terms of the parameters of the Bingham distribution. Den can be
expressed in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors as
Den ¼ μ^1 μ^2 μ^3
  dμ^1 0 0
0 dμ^2 0
0 0 dμ^3
0
@
1
A μ^1
⊤
μ^2
⊤
μ^3
⊤
0
B@
1
CA; ð13Þ
where dμ^n represents the diffusivity along the nth eigenvector of Den. It
can be shown that the diffusivities along the principal eigenvectors of
Den can be obtained by taking the partial derivative of cB with respect
to the corresponding concentration parameter
dμ^1 ¼ d⊥ þ d∥  d⊥ð Þ
∂cB
∂κ
; ð14Þ
dμ^2 ¼ d⊥ þ d∥  d⊥ð Þ
∂cB
∂β
: ð15Þ
We compute these derivatives numerically, using ﬁnite differences.
The diffusivity along μ^3 is then
dμ^3 ¼ d∥ þ 2d⊥  dμ^1  dμ^2 ; ð16Þ
using the fact that Tr ðDenÞ ¼ Tr ðDðn^ÞÞ ¼ d∥ þ 2d⊥.
Dispersion indices of Bingham–NODDI
We quantify the dispersion characteristics of neurites using Bing-
ham–NODDI, by generalising the orientation dispersion index (ODI)
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tent along μ^2 with the parameter
ODIP ¼ 2π arctan
1
κ  β
 
; ð17Þ
and that along μ^3 with
ODIS ¼ 2π arctan
1
κ  β
 
: ð18Þ
In the case of Watson distribution (Fig. 3a), where β=0, ODIP and
ODIS are equal and reduce to ODI.
Table 1 summarises how these dispersion indices vary for a few con-
ﬁgurations of the ODF, including the three conﬁgurations shown in the
density plots in Fig. 3. As the value of β is increased for the same κ,
resulting in an increase in anisotropic dispersion, ODIP increases while
ODIS remains constant. Thus, while their absolute values indicate the
level of dispersion, the relative values of ODIP and ODIS are an indicator
of dispersion anisotropy. The dispersion characteristics can also be rep-
resented in terms of the dispersion angles, αP and αS, quantifying the
angle associated with the spread along μ^2 and μ^3 (see Table 1).
Quantiﬁcation of dispersion in terms of dispersion angles is valuable
as it allows comparison of different ODFs, independent of their
parameterisation.
An alternative representation of an ODF, with anisotropic orienta-
tion dispersion, is by describing it using the orthogonal measures of
the overall dispersion and dispersion anisotropy. These enable separate
quantiﬁcation of the level of dispersion and that of anisotropic disper-
sion unlike ODIP and ODIS. These measures are described in the follow-
ing sections.
Overall dispersion index
To estimate the overall orientation dispersion, we observe that the
overall spread or dispersion of a multivariate normal distribution can
be quantiﬁed as the determinant of its covariancematrix. Thus, we pro-
pose to estimate the total dispersion by
jΣBingj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
κ  β
 
1
κ
 s
; ð19Þ
which can bemapped to a ﬁnite range, similar to ODIP andODIS, giving a
measure of total dispersion
ODITot ¼ 2π arctan jΣBing j
 
: ð20Þ
For Watson distribution, the overall orientation dispersion reduces
desirably again to ODI. Thus for isotropic dispersion, the ODF can be
completely parameterised by a single dispersion index, as done in
Zhang et al. (2012). ODITot reﬂects the level of overall dispersion andTable 1
The values of the dispersion and dispersion anisotropy indices, corresponding to the var-
ious conﬁgurations of ODF, speciﬁed by the values of κ and β. The dispersion angles are an
alternative way to represent the level of dispersion in an ODF and are quantiﬁed here as
the angles corresponding to 95% spread along μ^2 and μ^3 and labelled as αP and αS, respec-
tively. The conﬁgurations corresponding to the density plot in Fig. 3 are highlighted by *.
ODIP ODIS ODITot DAB DAT αP αS
κ=4,β=0 0.16 0.16 0.16 0 0 59.59° 59.59°
κ=4,β=2 0.30 0.16 0.22 0.5 0.19 81.36° 59.59°
κ=4,β=4 1 0.16 1 1 0.73 87.66° 59.59°
*κ=16,β=0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 22.92° 22.92°
κ=16,β=8 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.5 0.04 34.66° 22.92°
*κ=16,β=14 0.30 0.04 0.11 0.91 0.35 81.36° 22.92°
*κ=16,β=16 1 0.04 1 1 0.94 87.66° 22.92°as shown in Table 1, it increases with increasing ODIP or ODIS (decreas-
ing κ or increasing β).
Dispersion anisotropy index
We propose to measure the dispersion anisotropy of neurites with
Bingham–NODDI using the index
DAB ¼ 2π arctan
β
κ  β
 
; ð21Þ
which has the value of 0 when β=0 (isotropic dispersion) and 1 when
κ=β, regardless of the actualmagnitude of κ andβ.DABprovides amea-
sure sensitive to changes in anisotropic dispersion, which may not
change the overall dispersion. Thus DAB is a useful measure to quantify
the anisotropy, even in the WM tracts as coherent as the CC, which
bends sharply.
It's worthwhile to compare how DAB differs from the dispersion an-
isotropy index we proposed earlier in Tariq et al. (2014), which utilises
the planarity measure (Westin et al., 2002) of the orientation tensor, T
DAT ¼ τ2  τ3ð Þτ1 : ð22Þ
T is the second moment of an ODF and τ1, τ2 and τ3 are its eigen-
values, which are functions of κ and β (see Appendix B). DAT ranges
from0 for isotropic dispersion, to 1 formaximumdispersion anisotropy.
Intuitively, DAT is a product of the overall dispersion, ODITot and DAB.
Thus this quantiﬁcation of anisotropic dispersion assigns lower value
to very coherent tracts like the CC, despite differences in the primary
and secondary dispersion values.
DAB is an important measure because it is orthogonal to the overall
dispersion measure ODITot and quantiﬁes speciﬁcally the anisotropy in
the orientation dispersion of neurites, unlike DAT, which is weighted
by the overall dispersion.
We can see this from Table 1 where both DAB and DAT change with
change in dispersion anisotropy, but when κ and β are changed with
their ratio remaining the same (for e.g. κ=4,β=2 to κ=16,β=8),
DAB remains constant while DAT increases. Thus, DAB reﬂects purely
the dispersion anisotropy about μ^1, while DAT reﬂects the change in dis-
persion as well as the anisotropy. Anisotropic dispersion can thus be
identiﬁed as the difference between ODIP and ODIS, but quantiﬁed di-
rectly by the value of DAB.
Materials and methods
In this section, we describe the data acquired for synthetic and
in vivo assessment of the indices of Bingham–NODDI. We also include
details of the model ﬁtting procedure and the preprocessing applied
to the data.
In vivo data acquisition
The diffusion MRI data acquired for Zhang et al. (2012) was used in
this study, which consists of diffusion MR images of one healthy volun-
teer (male, 35 years), with informed consent and approval of the local
research ethics committee. The in vivo images are acquired on a 3T
Philips Achieva clinical scanner with |G |max=60 mT/m, using a rich
four-shell HARDI protocol, of which the optimised NODDI protocol is a
subset. The NODDI protocol consists of two HARDI shells, the ﬁrst
with b=711 s/mm2 and 30 gradient directions and the second with
b=2855 s/mm2 and 60 gradient directions, with 9 b = 0 images.1 The
two additional HARDI shells consist of b=1000 s/mm2 and
b=2000 s/mm2, with 30 and 60 gradient directions, respectively. The1 For a standard scanner with |G|max=40 mT/m, the optimised protocol would consist
of reduced b-values of 700 s/mm2 and 2000 s/mm2, as discussed in Zhang et al. (2012).
Table 2
The list of imaging protocols used for evaluation of the parameters estimat-
ed. All denotes the complete four-shell protocol, while the rest of the proto-
cols are two-shell (N1, N2 andN3) and single-shell (S1 and S2) subsets of it.
The number in brackets denote the number of gradient orientations sam-
pled for each protocol (not including the b = 0 images).
Protocol Settings
All Full data set (180)
N1 b = 711 (30) & b = 2855 (60)
N2 b = 711 (15) & b = 2855 (30)
N3 b = 711 (10) & b = 2855 (20)
S1 b = 1000 (30)
S2 b = 2000 (60)
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all measurements (see Zhang et al., 2012). Different b-values are
achieved by varying the gradient strength while holding the diffusion
time constant. This minimises the sensitivity of acquired data to axon
diameters, making the protocol suitable for our model of zero-radius
cylinders for neurites. Isotropic voxels of 2 mm are obtained in 25 min
for optimised NODDI protocol, and another 25 min for the additional
HARDI shells.
The four-shell protocol is used as a pseudo ground-truth to test the
in vivo performance of themodel, as done in Zhang et al. (2012).We ad-
ditionally evaluate the parameters estimated for various subsets of the
full dataset, to determine whether the Bingham–NODDI indices can be
estimated using a reduced orientation sampling scheme. The various
combinations of protocols compared are detailed in Table 2.Synthetic data
We synthesise diffusion MR data to obtain signal corresponding to
known ground-truth to evaluate the estimated parameters against.
Diffusion signal is synthesised using a multi-compartment model as in
Zhang et al. (2011),which simulates signals for various neurite densities
and diameters while accounting for their orientation dispersion. We
substitute the Bingham distribution as the ODF to generate expected
diffusion signals in the presence of dispersion anisotropy.
We simulate data for all possible combinations of the set of parame-
ters shown in Table 3, with the restriction κ≥β (by deﬁnition of the
Bingham distribution), to test Bingham–NODDI for various conﬁgura-
tions of tissue microstructure expected from the GM and WM in the
human brain. We simulate the data for various non-zero axon radii to
evaluate the consequence of not modelling the axon radii in Bing-
ham–NODDI. We obtain 250 uniform random rotations of the Bingham
distribution, for each tissue conﬁguration, to see if there is anybias in es-
timates due to the orientational variance of neurites. The random rota-
tions are obtained using the method in Shoemake (1992). Data is
synthesised for each of these instantiations (total 180,000) using the
four-shell protocol and Rician noise is added with a typical clinical
SNR of 20.Table 3
The ground-truth parameters used to generate the synthetic data. νin and νiso
represent the intra-neurite and isotropic volume fractions, while κ and β are
the concentration parameters of the Bingham distribution. μ^1 represents the
dominant orientation and μ^2 the primary dispersion orientation. α denotes
the axon radii.
Parameter Ground-truth values
νin {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}
νiso {0.0}
α {0.25, 0.5, 1, 2} μm
κ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16}Model ﬁtting procedure
The NODDIMatlab toolbox2 is used for ﬁtting the model to the syn-
thetic and in vivo data, which provides the maximum likelihood esti-
mates using the two-stage ﬁtting procedure described in Zhang et al.
(2012). In the ﬁrst stage, a crude estimate of the parameters is obtained
from a grid of parameters representing typical in vivo tissue conﬁgura-
tions. In the second stage, the parameters are reﬁned by utilising a
Gauss–Newton optimisation scheme, to obtain themaximum likelihood
parameters. The toolbox ismodiﬁed to include the Binghamdistribution
as the ODF, which uses the numerical implementation proposed by
Koev & Edelman (2006), to compute the hypergeometric function in
Eq. (8). Diffusivities are ﬁxed to typical values of di=1.7×10-9m2s-1
and diso=3.0×10-9m2s-1, and it is assumed that d∥=di, as in Zhang
et al. (2012). The only explicit constraint in the ﬁtting procedure is ap-
plied to κ and β values (≤64), for numerical stability of the implementa-
tion (Koev & Edelman, 2006). But this is not a practical issue, as it is
shown in Zhang et al. (2011) that at very high levels of coherence, the
difference in diffusion signal is negligible.
From the estimated parameters of Bingham–NODDI, namely νin, κ, β,
νiso, S0, θ,ϕ,ψ, we compute the indicesODIP,ODIS,ODITot,DAB and the pa-
rameters of T, using the expressions described in Dispersion indices of
Bingham-NODDI section. Watson–NODDI is also ﬁtted to the synthetic
and in vivo datasets for model comparison analysis.2 http://nitrc.org/projects/noddi_toolboxPre-processing
For in vivo data, wemanually draw a brain mask to extract the brain
parenchyma, using ITK-SNAP (Yushkevich et al., 2006). Only the regions
within this mask are used for ﬁtting the models. For a meaningful eval-
uation of the tissue parameters, we assess the parameters separately for
GM andWMregions. For in vivo data, the brain parenchyma is segment-
ed using the schemedescribed in Zhang et al. (2012). For synthetic data,
we use the typical values of the parameters for each tissue, as observed
in the segmented in vivo data.Experiments and results
This section describes the experiments and presents the results that
characterise Bingham–NODDI in terms of its estimability, the choice of
acquisition protocol on the estimability, and its performance relative
to Watson–NODDI. The evaluation is ﬁrst performed with synthetic
data to understand the characteristics of Bingham–NODDI under
idealised conditions. Subsequently, in vivo data is used to determine
the suitability of Bingham–NODDI for the characterisation of brain tis-
sue microstructure.Synthetic data experiment
The synthetic data experiment ﬁts the Bingham–NODDI model to
the simulatedmeasurements, using knownmodel parameters. The sim-
ulated data is obtained as detailed in Synthetic data section, which uses
the same parameterisation of the ODF as Bingham–NODDI, but models
neurites with non-zero radii. The approach allows us to determine the
accuracy and precision of parameter estimation in the most idealised
conditions to determine the intrinsic ability to estimate the model pa-
rameters, under sampling constraints imposed by the measurement
procedure.β {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16}
μ^1 and μ^2 250 uniform random rotations
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Design
The estimates from Bingham–NODDI ﬁtting to the large set of tissue
conﬁgurations described in Synthetic data section are used for parame-
ter estimation analysis. For each model parameter, the absolute estima-
tion errors are pooled over instances of the tissue conﬁgurations with
the same orientation-invariant parameters but different orientations.
Themean and the standard deviation of the pooled errors are computed
to quantify the accuracy and precision of the model parameters. We
show the results for estimation based on the two-shell protocol
optimised for Watson–NODDI in Zhang et al. (2012), as it is currently
the standard in vivo protocol for NODDI. The results for the other proto-
cols (not shown) exhibit similar trends. The parameter estimation with
Watson–NODDI ﬁtting is also evaluated to compare with Bingham–
NODDI results.
Results for Bingham–NODDI parameters
Fig. 4 summarises the error statistics of estimating the volume frac-
tion parameters. The results show that both parameters can be estimat-
ed accurately and precisely (compared to the level of noise) with only aFig. 4. Statistics of the estimation errors of νin (top panel) and νiso (bottom panel) using Bingha
and the standard deviation (bottom row) of the absolute errors. Each column corresponds to
ground-truth κ and β values.weak dependence on νin, κ and β. The estimability reduces slightly for
lower νin. This is expected as the reduction in the fraction of restricted
diffusion results in increased signal attenuation,which lowers the effec-
tive SNR. Theweak dependence of the estimability on the concentration
parameters reﬂects the reduced accuracy and precision in estimating
large values of κ and β (results not shown). The underestimation of κ
and/orβwhen they take large values is compensated by a slight overes-
timation of νin.
Figs. 5 and 6 summarise the error statistics of estimating the orienta-
tion dispersion indices of Bingham–NODDI.We ﬁnd that for most of the
plausible neurite conﬁgurations, the dispersion indices can be deter-
mined accurately and precisely. The results show that the estimability
of ODIP, ODIS and ODITot depends strongly on νin and the underlying ori-
entation distribution of neurites. The estimation of ODIP and ODITot is
also affected by the level of anisotropic dispersion. For all the parame-
ters, the estimability reduces for lower values of νin, which is expected
as reduced νin means the measured signal has weaker orientation
dependence.
The errors and variability for estimation of the dispersion indices are
highwhen the underlying ODF is isotropic. This is expected due to noise
induced anisotropy (also seen for the DT in Pierpaoli et al. (1996)),m–NODDI for the optimised NODDI protocol (N1). Each panel shows the mean (top row)
the ground-truth value of νin, as indicated. Each pixel corresponds to one combination of
Fig. 5. As Fig. 4 but showing the statistics of estimation errors of ODIP and ODIS.
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entations (κ=0) or one of the orientations (β=0 or κ=β). The error
and variability are the highest at the corresponding singularities forFig. 6. As Fig. 4 but showing the statisthe speciﬁc orientation dispersion index. These ﬁndings are consistent
with the estimation of ODI for Watson–NODDI (Zhang et al., 2012),
which was found to be the hardest for the highest level of overalltics of estimation errors of ODITot.
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hard to estimate).
Fig. 7 summarises the estimability of the dispersion anisotropy indi-
ces DAB and DAT. Our results indicate that dispersion anisotropy is
harder to estimate than the other metrics of dispersion, but the estima-
tion errors and variability are still modest. We ﬁnd that the estimation
of the anisotropy parameters also depends strongly on νin, as well as
the underlying ODF. Like the dispersion indices, the estimation of the
anisotropy indices is harder when νin is low, as well as when the ODF
is isotropically dispersed. The estimation of DAB is hardest when β=0,
and for DAT when κ=β and κ=0, which correspond to an isotropic
ODF at the singularity for the speciﬁc index. The estimation of DAB is
also compromised when κ is high, corresponding to poor estimability
of κ and β (results not shown).We note that DAT hasmuch lower errors
and variability than DAB, which is expected as T is a second order ap-
proximation of the Bingham distribution.
The errors and standard deviations for estimating the orientations
μ^1 and μ^2 are shown in Fig. 8. These errors are quantiﬁed as the angles
between the estimated and the ground-truth orientations. We ﬁnd that
the orientations of the Bingham distribution can be estimated accurate-
ly and precisely, for all conﬁgurations for which they are well-deﬁned.
For μ^1 the bias and variability of the estimates is very low formost com-
binations of the concentration parameters and is high only when κ=Fig. 7. As Fig. 4 but showing the statisticsβ=0 and κ=βN0, i.e. for conﬁgurations where μ^1 is not well deﬁned
(see Fig. 3c). The estimation of μ^2 is more variable, especially for very
low νin. The conﬁgurations where the errors and variability are consis-
tently high are also the ones where μ^2 is not well deﬁned i.e. κ=β=
0, κ=βN0 (Fig. 3c) and when β=0 (Fig. 3a). Increasing νin reduces
the errors and variability for estimation of both the orientations, in the
regions where they are well-deﬁned.Results for Watson–NODDI parameters
The interesting ﬁnding from the estimability analysis on the Wat-
son–NODDI parameters is that the simpliﬁed ODF does not have a sig-
niﬁcant impact on the estimation of its parameters. The estimability of
the volume fractions, overall dispersion and the dominant orientation,
estimated fromWatson–NODDI, shows very similar errors and variabil-
ity to those estimated using Bingham–NODDI, with the same trends
with respect to the ground-truth νin, κ and β values. However, for low
νin the estimation of ODITot using Watson–NODDI has less variability
compared to Bingham–NODDI (comparing Figs. 6 and 9). Thus, Wat-
son–NODDI provides an accurate estimation of the volume fractions,
the dominant orientation and the overall dispersion, but we are unable
to determine dispersion anisotropy about μ^1, or characterise the disper-
sion extent along tμ2 and μ^3 separately.of estimation errors of DAB and DAT.
Fig. 8.As Fig. 4 but showing the statistics of estimation errors of μ^1 and μ^2. The errors correspond to themean angles between the estimated and the ground truth orientations, for each pool.
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The aim of the protocol comparison is to assess if it is possible to
accurately and precisely estimate the Bingham–NODDI parameters,Fig. 9. As Fig. 4 but showing the statistics of estimusing the optimised NODDI protocol, N1. We also assess if the acquisi-
tion can be further reduced without affecting the quality of estimated
parameters, as found true for Watson–NODDI in Zhang et al. (2012).
The evaluation of the four-shell protocol is included to determine ifation errors of ODITot, using Watson–NODDI.
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in vivo experiment is a sensible thing to do.
Results
The complete experiment design and the results are included as sup-
plementary material. The results for the estimation of νin and νiso are
consistent with the ﬁndings for the Watson–NODDI (Zhang et al.,
2012), namely that a multi-shellprotocol is required to accurately esti-
mate the volume fractions. Estimation of the dispersion indices of Bing-
ham–NODDI follows trends consistent with the Watson–NODDI
dispersion index. A single shell with a high b-value is sufﬁcient to esti-
mate the dispersion indices accurately and increasing the number of
gradient orientations sampled increases the accuracy of the estimates.
The anisotropymeasures also have the same trends in protocol compar-
ison as the dispersion indices, but the errors are higher in magnitude.
For the orientations, the same trend are seen as for the dispersion indi-
ces, exceptwhen they are notwell deﬁned (Fig. 3c for μ^1 and Figs. 3a and
c for μ^2), where the errors and variability are very high and the protocol
used has very little impact on parameter estimation.
In vivo data experiment
Parameter estimation
The aim of parameter estimation analysis is to assess the in vivo es-
timation of the Bingham–NODDI parameters, by looking at the plausi-
bility of the parameter maps and the statistics of parameter estimation.
Parameter maps
We assess whether the parameters of Bingham–NODDI, particularly
the novel ones, are sensible in speciﬁc tissue regions of the brain. We
look at the regions where we expect the dispersion to be highest and
lowest, as well as regions where dispersion anisotropy is expected to
exist. We show the maps obtained using the estimates from the four-
shell protocol.
Results
In Figs. 10 and 11 we see a qualitative analysis of Bingham–NODDI,
in the form of the parameter maps of the in vivo ﬁtting. The maps dem-
onstrate the in vivo feasibility of Bingham–NODDI as we obtain sensible
maps of the parameters, which conﬁrm that dispersion anisotropy is
widespread in the brain, speciﬁcally the peripheral WM. The slices
show the cross section of the corpus callosum (CC), corona radiata
(CR) (regions in blue in the RGBmap, on either sides of the CC), a region
known to exhibit fanning as it extends from the internal capsule to the
various cortical areas, as well as several peripheral WM tracts.
The RGB maps of μ^1 are consistent with the dominant orientations
maps expected fromDTIﬁt. The RGBmaps areweighted by FAT, the frac-
tional anisotropy metric for the orientation tensor, T (Jespersen et al.,
2012). The FAT shows a pattern very similar to FA of the DTI, but there
are non-negligible intensities even in regionswith very high orientation
dispersion. Themaps of volume fractions representing the intra-neurite
and the isotropic compartments are shown in rows 2 and 3 of Fig. 10,
which show a spatial pattern consistent with that obtained by ﬁtting
Watson–NODDI in Zhang et al. (2012). Themaps of the novel dispersion
indicesODIP,ODIS andODITot (highlighted in yellow in Fig. 10) also show
patterns consistent with ODI for Watson–NODDI. ODIP has higher dis-
persion values throughout the brain tissue, compared to ODIS, particu-
larly in regions where complex neurites are expected to be present.
For example in the CR, as it gets closer to the cortex (see regions of
the CR annotated with arrows on slice 26 and 30 in Fig. 10), as well as
the tracts near the cortex. This pattern of anisotropy is consistent with
ﬁndings by Lazar et al. (2005), who use DTI on human data, and
Sotiropoulos et al. (2012), who utilise amulti-compartmentmodel sim-
ilar to Bingham–NODDI, ﬁtted to macaque data. The CC shows low
values of ODIP and ODIS, as expected.Dispersion anisotropy is quantiﬁed byDAB andDAT in Fig. 11.We see
high values of dispersion anisotropy indices in various WM tracts, in-
cluding the CR, the external capsule (EC) and the superior longitudinal
fasciculus (SLF), highlighted by arrows in Fig. 11. This is consistent
with previous studies exploring the anisotropy of WM tracts in the
human brain (Lazar et al., 2005), showing that dispersion anisotropy
is a widespread feature of the WM. Since DAB maps pure anisotropy,
even a regions as coherent as the CC has a high values (dashed arrow
in Fig. 11), consistent with the known bending of the tract. The higher
values in the DAT map are consistent with DAB, but there is a greater
contrast between the various regions with anisotropic dispersion,
depending on whether they have high overall dispersion or not. For
e.g. the CC has a lower DAT compared to regions like the CR. Such a
mapping is suited for tractography, where the extent of dispersion
is very important to correctly trace streamlines and higher anisotro-
py signiﬁcantly change the ODF only when the overall dispersion is
high. As expected, DAB map shows higher variability in estimates
compared to DAT.
Crossing ﬁbres are not explicitly modelled in Bingham–NODDI, but
regions of two ﬁbres crossing are also seen to have higher values of
DAB (e.g. the crossing of CR and CC). Regions with three ﬁbres crossing
appear to have low DAB but higher overall dispersion, e.g. where the
CR and CC cross the SLF. Examples of crossings between two and three
ﬁbre populations are highlighted in Fig. 11.
The primary dispersion orientations, μ^2 , estimated by Bingham–
NODDI (Fig. 11, row 2)match verywell with the secondary eigenvalues
of the DTI and follow the ﬁndings in Lazar et al. (2005).We see some in-
coherence in the estimation of μ^2 in the midsagittal plane. Lazar et al.
(2005) suggest that this corresponds to regions of high axial symmetry
(μ^2 is degenerate in this case). We think it could also be a result of low
SNR in the deep-lying brain regions.
Quantitative analysis
We explicitly compare the performance of the in vivo estimates ob-
tained from the Bingham–NODDI and Watson–NODDI models, using
the statistics of estimation of comparable parameters. This is to evaluate
how important it is tomodel anisotropic dispersion and if modelling for
this anisotropy affects the accuracy and precision of the parameters.
Design
Wecompare the accuracy and precision of the estimates obtained by
ﬁtting to data from N1, the standard in vivo protocol for NODDI. In par-
ticular,wewant to quantify the consequence of not includingdispersion
anisotropy in the NODDI model. Towards this end, we stratify our re-
sults according to the level of dispersion anisotropy determined by the
value of DAB. We use the DAB estimated by ﬁtting the in vivo data from
the four-shell protocol.
Results
The quantitative comparison of the estimates of the two models re-
veals that the estimation of νin, νiso and μ^1 (results not shown) is the
same for the two models, regardless of the level of anisotropic disper-
sion, while the estimation of ODITot gets slightly worse for Watson–
NODDI for higher levels of dispersion anisotropy (Fig. 12). The
Watson–NODDI estimates are overall comparable to Bingham–NODDI
ones, as concluded also from the synthetic data experiment, with a
slight increase in bias for ODITot, speciﬁcally notable for GM. Thus, Wat-
son–NODDI is able to reliably estimate the volume fractions, the overall
dispersion and the dominant orientation of the neurites, but Bingham–
NODDI provides extra information by separately quantifying ODIP and
ODIS, to enable quantiﬁcation of anisotropic orientation dispersion.
Model comparison
We compare how well the two models explain the data. We use a
standard model selection criterion, the Bayesian Information Criterion,
Fig. 10. Axial slices showing maps of the novel parameters ODIP, ODIS and ODITot (highlighted in yellow), obtained by ﬁtting Bingham–NODDI to the in vivo data, alongwith the estimated
νin, νiso (2ndand 3rd rows). Corresponding RGB maps of dominant orientation (μ^1) are shown as anatomical reference (row 1). The RGB maps are weighted by FAT, the overall anisotropy
metric for the orientation tensor, T (Jespersen et al., 2012). The dashed arrows indicate the CC, while the solid arrows highlight regions of CR across various slices.
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accounting for model complexity (number of parameters).Results
Fig. 13 shows the BIC maps for Bingham–NODDI and Watson–
NODDI, where a lower value corresponds to a model which explains
the data better. The maps clearly show that Bingham–NODDI explains
the data better than Watson–NODDI, in a signiﬁcant proportion of the
voxels. The raw BIC maps (Fig. 13, rows 2 and 3) highlight that Bing-
ham–NODDI is the preferred model in most WM regions, but in GM
and the very coherent WM regions (e.g. midsagittal CC) Watson–
NODDI is sufﬁcient. The higher BIC values in theWatson–NODDI ﬁt cor-
respond to regions of WM with expected fanning/bending conﬁgura-
tions. The maps of difference in BIC values between the two models
(Fig. 13, rows 4 and 5) highlight these ﬁndings clearly.Protocol comparison
We carry out a protocol comparison, similar to that for synthetic
data, to establish if the Bingham–NODDI parameters can be estimated
in vivo with the standard NODDI protocol, N1, and if the protocol can
be further reduced without impacting the accuracy and precision of
the estimates.We compare the obtained results to those for the synthet-
ic data in Protocol comparison section.Results
The complete experiment design and the results for the protocol
comparison are included as supplementary material with this article.
We ﬁnd that all the results for the various protocols are consistent
with the ﬁndings from the synthetic data experiment and show that
the parameters of Bingham–NODDI are estimable with N1 protocol.
We notice that for all the parameters, the estimation appears to be
Fig. 11.As Fig. 10, but showingmaps of the proposed quantiﬁcations of dispersion anisotropy. The RGBmaps of μ^2 weighted by FAT are also shown. The dashed arrows indicate the CC, the
solid arrows the CR and the un-ﬁlled arrows highlight the SLF. Regions of crossings are highlighted with circles, with * indicating a crossing with two ﬁbre populations and ** with three.
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by the fact that the NODDI model remains an imperfect representation
of the measured data.
Discussion
In this paper we propose Bingham–NODDI, a generalisation of the
Watson–NODDI model, to characterise the anisotropic orientation dis-
persion of neurites, which provides a more accurate representation of
the orientation distribution of neurites in the human brain. AnisotropicFig. 12. Errors in estimation of the overall dispersion index,ODITot using Bingham–NODDI andWat
GM andWM, obtained by ﬁtting the two-shell NODDI protocol (N1). The ground-truth values shdispersion is a characteristic of fanning and bending ﬁbres, seen in the
histological data of various regions of the brain (Türe et al., 2000;
Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2013; Budde & Annese, 2013). Characterisation of
anisotropic orientation dispersion is important as it is a widespread fea-
ture in the brain (Lazar et al., 2005; Sotiropoulos et al., 2012) and can
serve as a useful marker of brain pathologies, reﬂecting very subtle
changes in the orientation dispersion of neurites. It is conceivable that a
change in the orientation dispersion of neurites occurs such that there
is little or no change in the overall dispersion, but the level of dispersion
anisotropy is altered. Watson–NODDI can only estimate the overallson–NODDI, for various ground truth values ofDAB, for in vivodata. The results are shown for
own are the mean values in each pool, with the range of those values indicated in brackets.
Fig. 13. The maps of BIC for ﬁtting with Bingham–NODDI and Watson–NODDI models (2nd and 3rd rows). The last two rows show the difference BIC maps to highlight the areas where
Watson–NODDI performs worse than Bingham–NODDI (4th row) and those where Watson–NODDI is sufﬁcient (5th row). For clarity, the BIC difference map has been modiﬁed to
show the positive and negative intensities separately. The number of negative values in the difference map corresponds to regions where Watson–NODDI is sufﬁcient, but a small
number also represent voxels where the ﬁtting procedure gets stuck in local minima (see discussion in Limitations and future work section).
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NODDI can capture this subtle difference in the orientation distribution.
We include the Bingham distribution as the orientation distribution
function in the NODDI model (Zhang et al., 2012), allowing us to derive
the parameters to separately quantify the dispersions extent along the
primary and secondary dispersion orientations. Thus, we can distin-
guish the changes in overall dispersion from dispersion anisotropy
and independently quantify these with the indices ODITot and DAB, re-
spectively. DAB is useful as it provides a marker speciﬁc to changes in
the anisotropy of the orientation dispersion of neurites. However, DAB
is harder to estimate compared to other indices of Bingham–NODDI.
An alternative quantiﬁcation of anisotropy is DAT, which has utility in
tractography and is very robust. However, it is a second order approxi-
mation of the ODF and cannot represent higher order variations in the
ODF. DAT is deﬁned for any generic ODF and thus may be utilised to
quantify anisotropic dispersion for an alternative parameterisation of
the ODF, but DAB is speciﬁcally deﬁned for the Bingham distribution.
Estimation of neurite morphology using Bingham–NODDI
Our results demonstrate the in vivo feasibility of the proposedmodel
and show that the model provides sensible estimates of neurite micro-
structure, with a clinically feasible protocol. The error analysis on theBingham–NODDI parameters reveals that they have good estimability.
The errors and variability of estimates are commensurate with the
level of noise in the synthetic and in vivo data. Cases, where the errors
and standard deviations are high, correspond mostly to degenerate
cases (one or more the model parameters are not well deﬁned).
We show that a two-shell HARDI protocol is sufﬁcient to estimate
the indices of Bingham–NODDI, as withWatson–NODDI. Thus, the esti-
mation of Bingham–NODDI parameters is possible with a clinically fea-
sible imaging protocol. However, the parameters DAB and μ2 are harder
to estimate and unlikeWatson–NODDI, a reduced-orientation sampling
scheme like N2 and N3 are not feasible for Bingham–NODDI. Increasing
the angular resolution of the acquisition protocol would be expected to
make the estimation of these parameters more accurate and reliable,
however, the conﬁgurationswhereμ2 is not well deﬁned, would not be-
come estimable even with a protocol with higher orientation sampling.
Obtaining a very high orientation sampling is not yet clinically feasible
with existing imaging sequences, but emerging technologies such as
multi-band imaging (Feinberg et al., 2010) will make it possible to ac-
quire more data per unit time, enabling higher orientation sampling in
the same acquisition time.
Model comparison, with BIC, reveals that Bingham–NODDI is the
preferred model in most WM regions of the brain. We signiﬁcantly im-
prove the ﬁtting in these regions by adding just two parameters to
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model.Watson–NODDI is sufﬁcient formost of theGM,which is expect-
ed as the dendrites are mostly randomly dispersed, and where disper-
sion anisotropy does exist (e.g. pyramidal neurons) it might be too
minute to be discerned with our data. Follow-on work will investigate
this further with the state-of-the-art acquisition, such as the Human
Connectome Project (HCP) data. 3
Interestingly, the accuracy of most of the NODDI parameters is not
affected by the simpliﬁed ODF model used in Watson–NODDI. This in-
cludes the volume fractions vin and viso, the overall dispersion ODITot,
as well the dominant orientation μ1. Thus, any studies which have al-
ready been carried out with Watson–NODDI are still valid, but the
data may be reanalysed using Bingham–NODDI, to obtain a richer char-
acterisation of orientation dispersion and quantify dispersion anisotro-
py, without any additional acquisition requirements.
In previous work (Tariq et al., 2014), we explored the quantiﬁcation
of anisotropic orientation dispersion of neurites, in terms of T, as de-
scribed in Dispersion anisotropy index section. The alternative parame-
ters for quantiﬁcation of dispersion are the coherence parameters τ1
and τ2, andDAT for dispersion anisotropy. The evaluation of estimability
of these parameters revealed that they are more reliable compared to
the indices of anisotropic dispersion proposed here (results not
shown). This is expected as these parameters are derived from the
second order approximation of the actual ODF, and thus can provide a
useful summary metric for the overall orientation dispersion.
Existing diffusion MRI models using the Bingham distribution
Bingham distribution has been used in various diffusion MRI tech-
niques (Cook et al., 2004; Kaden et al., 2007; Sotiropoulos et al., 2012),
but the focus has been on mapping brain connectivity while our aim is
to estimate biophysically meaningful parameters. The key distinction
in this work over these approaches is the use of multi-shell data, as in
Zhang et al. (2012), which enables estimation of microstructure at the
same time as the ﬁbre dispersion parameters. This works is the ﬁrst to
present a speciﬁc quantiﬁcation of anisotropic dispersion and provide
a thorough evaluation of its estimability,while previous studies only ex-
plore the level of dispersion anisotropy, using DTI (Lazar et al., 2005) or
multi-compartment models (Kaden et al., 2007; Sotiropoulos et al.,
2012), but do not explicitly quantify this feature.
As shown in Lazar et al. (2005), the eigenvalues of the diffusion ten-
sor (DT), speciﬁcally the difference λ2−λ3, can be used to reﬂect the
level of dispersion anisotropy in WM tracts. Our results are consistent
with their ﬁndings and there is no signiﬁcant difference in the orienta-
tions estimated by Bingham–NODDI and the three eigenvalues of the
DT. However, the DT and the ODF in Bingham–NODDI represent funda-
mentally different physical properties. DT represents the diffusion pro-
ﬁles associated with the underlying microstructure and the ODF
represents the orientation dispersion pattern of the neurites. Similarly,
DAB and λ2-λ3 are fundamentally different. DAB is speciﬁc to the orien-
tation distribution; the latter is inﬂuenced by DAB but also by other fea-
tures like neurite density. Thus, DAB will be useful to highlight changes
speciﬁcally in the dispersion of neurites, as a result of brain injury or dis-
ruption to normal brain development, whichmay not be seen by the DT
or its anisotropy measure, as many confounding factors can contribute
to changes in the diffusion characteristics.
Limitations and future work
A limitation of the proposedmodel is not explicitly estimating cross-
ing ﬁbres. Our primary aim is to provide simple and robust indices of
microstructure and attempting to resolve multiple ﬁbre populations
will introduce instability in parameter estimation as discovered by3 Available online at http://www.humanconnectomeproject.org/data/Sotiropoulos et al. (2012). Nevertheless, we ﬁnd that themodel correct-
ly identiﬁes crossing regions with high orientation dispersion and some
with high anisotropic dispersion. We conﬁrm this by synthetic experi-
ment, where we explicitly model crossing ﬁbres, in the presence of dis-
persion, using the Bingham–NODDI model. We simulate a data with
high neurite density (νin=0.7) and coherence (κ=32), with no and
some dispersion anisotropy (β=[0,16]) (results included as supple-
mentary material). We ﬁnd that as expected, and noted from the
in-vivo experiments, increasing the crossing angle between the two
ﬁbre populations results in an increase in the estimated dispersion
and dispersion anisotropy indices. In future, we would like to investi-
gate the possibility of incorporating crossing ﬁbres using Bingham–
NODDI. Riffert et al. (2014) estimate the Bingham distribution for each
peak of the estimated ﬁbre ODF, avoiding the instability of estimating
the mixture of Bingham distributions directly from the data
(Sotiropoulos et al., 2012). In future we would like to explore a similar
approach, to ﬁrst estimate the number of ﬁbre populations (using for
e.g. constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) (Tournier et al., 2007))
and then ﬁtting Bingham–NODDI as amixture of Binghamdistributions,
with the already estimated orientations, for stable estimates. This
will allow estimation of microstructure speciﬁc indices while account-
ing for the existence of both crossings and anisotropic orientation
dispersion.
In the presented results, the diffusivity of the intra-neurite and the
CSF compartments are ﬁxed to typical values, and the intrinsic diffusiv-
ity is assumed to be the same in all tissue compartments (di=d∥), as
with the original model (Zhang et al., 2012). This enables us to obtain
robust estimates of tissue microstructure with a clinical imaging proto-
col. However, this can introduce a bias to the estimated parameters as
discussed by Jelescu et al. (2015). This may not be a practical concern
as the estimates made with these assumptions correlate well with his-
tology, as shown by Kleinnijenhuis et al. (2013). In future, such assump-
tions could be relaxed, with more efﬁcient imaging acquisition
protocols (Feinberg et al., 2010).
The acquisition protocols used to evaluate Bingham–NODDI are the
ones used in the original paper (Zhang et al., 2012) and the two-shell
protocol optimised for Watson–NODDI performs the best. However, it
will be beneﬁcial to carry out a protocol optimisation procedure specif-
ically for Bingham–NODDI. This will enable us to determine the speciﬁc
protocol required to reliably estimate the parameters of Bingham–
NODDI, speciﬁcally the ones that are harder to estimate.
The computational efﬁciency of the currentmodel ﬁtting implemen-
tation is a concern. The NODDI Matlab toolbox takes approximately 60
hours to ﬁt the whole brain data used here. This can be addressed
with the convex optimisation procedure proposed by Daducci et al.
(2015), which converts the non-linear ﬁtting into a linear optimisation
problem, dramatically reducing the processing speed. A preliminary
work extends this framework to allow robust estimation of multiple
ﬁbre populations, as well as microstructure indices (Auria et al., 2015).
The ﬁtting procedure used here may not be optimal for ﬁtting
Bingham–NODDI. We ﬁnd that for a small but non-negligible number
of the voxels, the objective function indicates that Watson–NODDI ﬁts
the data better than Bingham–NODDI, corresponding mainly to the re-
gions of partial volume between GM or WM and CSF. As Bingham–
NODDI should ﬁt the data at least as well as Watson–NODDI, this indi-
cates that our ﬁtting procedure is getting stuck in local minima for
these voxels. We can improve the ﬁtting procedure in these regions by
using the Watson–NODDI ﬁt as the starting point for Bingham–
NODDI. Future work will thus focus on establishing the optimum ﬁtting
procedure for Bingham–NODDI.
To show the clinical utility of the Bingham–NODDImetrics, we need
to carry out a clinical study using the model. Such a study will be bene-
ﬁcial in determining how speciﬁc the indices are to a certain pathology
and thus how useful themodel is in practise. This will also help to eval-
uate if including the Bingham distribution, a more complex model for
the ODF of neurites, improves the diagnosis and/or prognosis of the
222 M. Tariq et al. / NeuroImage 133 (2016) 207–223disease, compared to Watson–NODDI. This can also reveal how useful
ODIP, ODIS and DAB are compared to the corresponding indices derived
from the second order approximation of the ODF, which are more ro-
bust to noise. We ﬁnd the errors and variability of the Bingham–
NODDI metrics to be moderate, but a clinical study will help determine
if they can distinguish normal and pathological tissue, and thus show
how reasonable the statistics of estimation are in practise.
To validate the indices of Bingham–NODDI, we can utilise the histo-
logical data used in Kleinnijenhuis et al. (2013). This will build on the
preliminary work in Tariq et al. (2015), which shows plausible values
of Bingham–NODDI indices in the human neocortex. The validation
study will aim to provide a thorough analysis of the estimated parame-
ters fromBingham–NODDI andhowaccurately they describe theunder-
lying microstructure.
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Appendix A. Bingham, a spherical analogue of the 2D Gaussian
distribution
Bingham distribution is the spherical analogue of a 2D Gaussian
probability density function. We draw on this observation to derive
Eq. (11) in The Bingham distribution section, as we demonstrate below.
A 2D Gaussian distribution represents the probability of a random
variable, x! as
f x!;∑
 
¼ cG exp −
x!− μ!
 TX−1
x!− μ!
 
2
0
B@
1
CA ; ðA:1Þ
where μ!¼ ð μ1μ2 Þ is the mean and Σ ¼ σ1
2e^1e^1
⊤ þ σ22e^2e^2⊤ the vari-
ance of the distribution, expressed in terms of σi and e^i, which represent
the i-th eigenvalue and eigenvector of the distribution. This expression
can be simpliﬁed to
f x!;∑
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To express Bingham distribution in a form equivalent to Eq. (A.2),
we can rewrite the exponential part of equation of Eq. (10) as
κ μ1  n^ð Þ2 þ β−κ þ κð Þ μ2  n^ð Þ2 þ κ−κð Þ μ3  n^ð Þ2 ; ðA:3Þ
which simpliﬁes to
κ  κ  βð Þ μ^2  n^ð Þ2  κ μ^3  n^ð Þ2; ðA:4Þsince ðμ^1  n^Þ2 þ ðμ^2  n^Þ2 þ ðμ^3  n^Þ2 ¼ 1. Eq. (A.4) is used to rewrite
Eq. (10) as
f n^;Bð Þ ¼ e
κ
cB
exp  μ^2  n^ð Þ
2
1= κ  βð Þ 
μ^3  n^ð Þ2
1=κ
 !
; ðA:5Þ
which has the same formas the probability density function in Eq. (A.2).
The dispersion parameters of this equation are 1/(κ-β) and 1/κ, which
are proportional to σ12 and σ22 in Eq. (A.2). Since κ≥(κ-β)≥0, the
dispersion extent along μ^3 is less than that along μ^2.
Appendix B. Eigenvalues of the orientation tensor
An orientation tensor, T is deﬁned as the second moment (also
known as the scatter matrix) of an ODF. In the case of a Bingham distri-
bution,
T¼
Z
S2
f n^;Bð Þn^n^Tdn^ : ðB:1Þ
As T is symmetric ( ðn^n^⊤Þ⊤ ¼ n^n^⊤ ), it can be expressed in a
diagonalised form
T ¼ μ^1 μ^2 μ^3
  τ1 0 0
0 τ2 0
0 0 τ3
0
@
1
A μ^1
⊤
μ^2
⊤
μ^3
⊤
0
B@
1
CA; ðB:2Þ
where the eigenvectors μ^1, μ^2 and μ^3 are identical to those of matrix B in
the Bingham distribution and τ1, τ2 and τ3 are the eigenvalues.
τ1+τ2+τ3=1 due to constancy of the trace (Tr ðTÞ ¼ 1 ¼ Tr ðn^n^⊤Þ).
In the coordinate system the axes of which are the principal eigen-
vectors of T, the Bingham distribution has a simple form
f n^;Bð Þ ¼ 1
cB
exp κ μ^1  n^ð Þ2 þ β μ^2  n^ð Þ2
 
¼ 1
cB
exp κcos2θþ β sin2θcos2ϕ
 
;
ðB:3Þ
while
n^n^T ¼
cos2θ sinθ cosθ sinϕ sinθ cosθ cosϕ
sinθ cosθ sinϕ sin2θ sin2ϕ sin2θ sinϕ cosϕ
sinθ cosθ cosϕ sin2θ sinϕ cosϕ sin2θ cos2ϕ
0
@
1
A : ðB:4Þ
The particular components of T can be computed by integrating each
component of f ðn^;BÞn^n^⊤, over the unit sphere. It can be shown that for
i≠ j, Tij=0, so the diagonal components of T are equal to the respective
eigenvalues, such that
τ1 ¼ T11 ¼ 1cB
Z 2π
0
dϕ
Z 1
0
d cosθ exp κ cos2θþ β sin2θ sin2ϕ
 
cos2θ;
ðB:5Þ
and
τ2 ¼ T22
¼ 1
cB
Z 2π
0
dϕ
Z 1
0
d cosθ exp κcos2θþ β sin2θ sin2ϕ
 
sin2θ sin2ϕ; ðB:6Þ
while τ3=1-τ1-τ2.
Appendix C. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.01.046.
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